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Abstract. Data integration in large enterprises is a crucial but at the same time costly, long lasting and challenging problem.
While business-critical information is often already gathered in integrated information systems, such as ERP, CRM and SCM
systems, the integration of these systems itself as well as the integration with the abundance of other information sources is still
a major challenge. In the last decade, the prevalent data integration approaches were primarily based on XML, Web Services
and Service Oriented Architectures (SOA). However, we become increasingly aware that these technologies are not sufficient
to ultimately solve data integration challenges in large enterprises. In this article, we argue that classic SOA architectures may
be well-suited for transaction processing, however more efficient technologies are available today that can be employed for
enterprise data integration. In particular, the use of the Linked Data paradigm for integrating enterprise data appears to be a very
promising approach. Similarly, as the data web emerged complementing the document web, data intranets can complement the
intranets and SOA landscapes currently found in large enterprises. In this paper, we explore the challenges large enterprises are
still facing with regard to data integration. These include, but are not limited to, the development, management and interlinking
of enterprise taxonomies, domain databases, wikis and other enterprise information sources. We discuss Linked Data approaches
in these areas and present some examples of successful applications of the Linked Data principles in that context.
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1. Introduction

Data integration in large enterprises is a crucial but
at the same time costly, long lasting and challeng-
ing problem. While business-critical information is of-
ten already gathered in integrated information systems
such as ERP, CRM and SCM systems, the integra-
tion of these systems itself as well as the integration
with the abundance of other information sources is
still a major challenge. Large companies often oper-
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ate hundreds or even thousands of different informa-
tion systems and databases. This is especially true for
large OEMs. For example, it is estimated that at Volk-
swagen there are approximately 5000 different infor-
mation systems deployed. At Daimler – even after a
decade of consolidation efforts – the number of inde-
pendent IT systems still reaches 3000.

After the arrival and proliferation of IT in large en-
terprises, various approaches, techniques and meth-
ods have been introduced in order to solve the data
integration challenge. In the last decade, the preva-
lent data integration approaches were primarily based
on XML, Web Services and Service Oriented Archi-
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tectures (SOA) [20]. XML defines a standard syntax
for data representation, Web Services provide data ex-
change protocols and SOA is a holistic approach for
distributed systems architecture and communication.
However, we become increasingly aware that these
technologies are not sufficient to ultimately solve the
data integration challenge in large enterprises. In par-
ticular, the overhead associated with SOA is still too
high for rapid and flexible data integration, which is
a pre-requisite in the dynamic world of today’s large
enterprises.

We argue that classic SOA architectures are well-
suited for transaction processing, but more efficient
technologies are available that can be deployed for
solving the data integration challenge. Recent ap-
proaches, for example, consider ontology–based data
integration, where ontologies are used to describe data,
queries and mappings between them [63]. The prob-
lem of ontology-based data integration are the required
skills to develop the ontologies and the difficulty to
model and capture the dynamics of the enterprise. A
related, but slightly different approach is the use of the
Linked Data paradigm for integrating enterprise data.
Similarly, as the data web emerged complementing the
document web, data intranets can complement the in-
tranets and SOA landscapes currently found in large
enterprises.

The acquisition of Freebase by Google and Power-
set by Microsoft are the first indicators, that large en-
terprises will not only use the Linked Data paradigm
for the integration of their thousands of distributed in-
formation systems, but they will also aim to establish
Enterprise Knowledge Bases (similar to what Freebase
now is for Google) as hubs and crystallization points
for the vast amounts of structured data and knowledge
distributed in their data intranets.

Examples of public LOD data sources being highly
relevant for large enterprises are OpenCorporates1 (a
knowledge base containing information about more
than 50.000 corporations worldwide), LinkedGeo-
Data [9] (a spatial knowledge base derived from Open-
StreetMap containing precise information about all
kinds of spatial features and entities) or Product On-
tology2 (which comprises detailed classifications and
information about more than 1 million products). For
enterprises, tapping this vast, crowd-sourced knowl-
edge being freely available on the Web, is an amazing

1http://opencorporates.com/
2http://www.productontology.org/

opportunity. However, it is crucial to assess the qual-
ity of such freely available knowledge, to complement
and contrast it with additional non-public information
being available to the enterprise (e.g. enterprise tax-
onomies, domain databases etc.) and to actively man-
age the life-cycle of both – the public and private data
– being integrated and made available in an Enterprises
data intranet.

In order to make large enterprises ready for the ser-
vice economy their IT infrastructure landscapes have
to be made dramatically more flexible. Information
and data has to be integrated with substantially reduced
costs and in extremely short time intervals. Mergers
and acquisitions further accelerate the need for making
IT systems more interoperable, adaptive and flexible.
Employing the Linked Data approach for establishing
enterprise data intranets and knowledge bases will fa-
cilitate the digital innovation capabilities of large en-
terprises.

In this paper, we explore the challenges large en-
terprises are still facing with regard to data integra-
tion. These include, but are not limited to, the de-
velopment, management and interlinking of enterprise
taxonomies, domain databases, wikis and other enter-
prise information sources. We discuss Linked Data ap-
proaches in these areas and present some examples of
successful applications of the Linked Data principles
in that context.

Figure 1 depicts our vision of an Enterprise Data
Web and the resulting semantically interlinked enter-
prise IT systems landscape. We expect existing en-
terprise taxonomies to be the nucleus of linking and
integration hubs in large enterprises, since these tax-
onomies already reflect a large part of the domain ter-
minology and corporate and organizational culture. In
order to transform enterprise taxonomies into compre-
hensive enterprise knowledge bases, additional rele-
vant datasets from the Linked Open Data Web have to
be integrated and linked with the internal taxonomies
and knowledge structures. Subsequently, the emerg-
ing enterprise knowledge base can be used (1) for in-
terlinking and annotating content in enterprise wikis,
Content Management Systems and portals; (2) as a sta-
ble set of reusable concepts and identifiers; and (3) as
background knowledge for intranet, extranet and site
search applications. As a result, we expect the current
document-oriented intranets in large enterprises to be
complemented with a data intranet, which facilitates
the lightweight, semantic integration of the plethora
of information systems and databases in large enter-
prises.

http://opencorporates.com/
http://www.productontology.org/
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Fig. 1. The above depiction shows our vision of an Enterprise Data Web (EDW). The solid lines show how IT systems may be currently connected
in a typical scenario. The dotted lines visualize how IT systems could be interlinked employing an internal data cloud. The EDW also comprises
an Enterprise Knowledge Base (EKB), which consists of vocabulary definitions, copies of relevant Linked Open Data, as well as internal and
external linksets between datasets. Data from the LOD cloud may be re-used inside the enterprise, but internal data is secured from external
access just like in usual intranets.

2. Data Integration Challenges in the Enterprise

We identified six crucial areas (shown in table 1)
where data integration challenges arise in large enter-
prises. In the following section we investigate those
challenges in more detail, each by considering the cur-
rent situation first. We then examine the benefits of
employing Linked Data technologies in order to tackle
the respective challenge. Finally, we describe the chal-
lenges that need to be addressed to make the transi-
tion from the current state of the art to the Linked Data
approach feasible. Figure 2 shows the Linked Data
lifecycle in conjunction with the aforementioned chal-

lenges. Each challenge may be related to a single or to
multiple steps in the Linked Data lifecycle.

2.1. Enterprise Taxonomies

Nowadays, almost every large enterprise uses tax-
onomies to provide a shared linguistic model aiming at
structuring the large quantities of documents, emails,
product descriptions, enterprise directives, etc. which
are produced on a daily basis.

2.1.1. State of the Art
It is widely agreed that taxonomies are usable, how-

ever, there are multiple challenges that must be ad-
dressed in order for taxonomies to work correctly [19].
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Table 1
Overview of data integration challenges investigated in this article

Information integration domain Current state of the art Linked Data benefit

Enterprise Taxonomies proprietary, centralized, no relationships
between terms, multiple independent termi-
nologies (dictionaries)

open standards (e.g. SKOS), distributed, hi-
erarchical, multilingual, re-usable in other
scenarios

XML Schema Governance multitude of XML schemas, no integrated
documentation

relationships between entities from dif-
ferent schemas, tracking/documentation of
XML schema evolution

Wikis text-based wikis for teams or internal-use
encyclopedias

re-use of (structured) information via data
wikis (by other applications), interlinking
with other data sources, e.g. taxonomies

Web Portal and Intranet Search keyword search over textual content sophisticated search mechanisms employ-
ing implicit knowledge from different data
sources

Database Integration Data Warehouses, schema mediation, query
federation

lightweight data integration through RDF
layer

Enterprise Single Sign–On consolidated user credentials, centralized
SSO

no passwords, more sophisticated access
control mechanisms (arbitrary metadata at-
tached to identities)

Storage/)
Querying

Extrac2on

Quality)Analysis

Manual)
revision/)
authoring
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Fig. 2. Linked data lifecycle supports four crucial data integration
challenges arising in enterprise environments. Each of the challenges
can relate to more than one life-cycle stage.

One obvious problem is that the creation of metadata
for digital objects is additional work which is of lit-
tle direct benefits to the creators of the corresponding
contents. Primarily other users looking for the content
benefit from a proper classification through a taxon-
omy. This problem may be, however, tackled by proper

explanation of the benefits to the interested parties.
Ideally, the creators of metadata should be able to con-
sume metadata of other creators so that they can see the
benefits of proper metadata description directly. A big-
ger and long lasting problem, especially in large enter-
prises, is that different metadata creators use different
terminologies and therefore the same object may re-
ceive different metadata descriptions by different peo-
ple [18]. Another problem is that large taxonomies re-
quire certain time for the users to get their bearings so
that they can start to use the taxonomies correctly and
avoid creating duplicities and other errors. In [57], the
author discusses whether taxonomies are really neces-
sary and stresses the importance of establishing rela-
tions to documents via URLs, which indicates already
a clear shift towards the Linked Data vision.

If we take a look at commercial implementations,
there is Microsoft SharePoint’s [39] Term Store (a.k.a.
Managed Metadata), which enables enterprises using
SharePoint to tag objects stored in SharePoint with
terms from a taxonomy. However, there are some
strong limitations to this approach. There is very re-
stricted multilingual support – separate SharePoint lan-
guage packs need to be installed for each language
to be used in the taxonomy. Also, the implementation
is proprietary, thus hindering the integration with tax-
onomies or data outside of SharePoint.
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2.1.2. Linked Data Approach
We propose to represent enterprise taxonomies in

RDF employing the standardized and widely used
SKOS [41] vocabulary as well as publishing term def-
initions via the Linked Data principles. This approach
entails the following main benefits:

1. Since terms are attached to globally unique iden-
tifiers (URIs), which can be dereferenced using
HTTP, term definitions can be obtained without
the need for additional software (a browser is suf-
ficient).

2. For the same reason, term creation and manage-
ment can be realized in a distributed scenario,
where, for example, certain departments are re-
sponsible for different parts of the taxonomy.
Terms can then be interlinked and re-used regard-
less of department boundaries.

3. By employing the SKOS vocabulary, terms can
have a hierarchical order and thus the problem
of different metadata granularity can be easily
solved.

4. Also, since data is represented using RDF, which
works with arbitrary vocabularies and properties,
overlapping, coinciding or conflicting term defi-
nitions (e.g. by different departments) can be in-
terlinked by explicitly stating the relationship be-
tween terms via links (e.g. owl:sameAs).

5. Terms can be assigned multiple labels3, which
are represented as RDF literals. As such they
can be furnished with a language tag resulting
in multilingual taxonomies with very little addi-
tional effort. This is an important factor, espe-
cially in large enterprises that operate on an in-
ternational scale.

6. Ultimately the result of employing the Linked
Data approach for enterprise taxonomies is, that
terms can be easily re-used in other scenarios
as the originally intended ones. For example, a
detailed term definition (with alternative labels
in multiple languages) can be very useful for
search applications, where terms are associated
with documents which then become reachable
via a variety of keywords.

Although through this approach the amount of time
and effort required to build and maintain an enterprise
taxonomy can be distributed on many shoulders, the
initial costs for building a basic taxonomy may still

3skos:prefLabel, skos:altLabel

be quite high. The problem of finding initial terms
(and their definitions) can be solved by integrating a
service like DBpedia Spotlight [36] into tools already
used (e.g. content management systems). With this ser-
vice texts can be annotated with resources from DB-
pedia [7]. Since DBpedia is derived from Wikipedia,
terms may already contain a detailed description in
multiple languages in many cases. Such a description
can be used as starting point for refinement.

For enterprise-specific terms, where a description
is not available via DBpedia (which often will be the
case in large enterprises like e.g. automotive compa-
nies with a specific terminology), a keyword extraction
service like FOX [14] can be used instead. Such a ser-
vice will also return a well-known URI if feasible, but
will also return URIs for other found keywords (with
no or little metadata attached). Thus an initial set of
term URIs can be gathered, which can then be anno-
tated in a second step.

For this manual process we propose the usage of
a tool like OntoWiki (see Section 2.3). OntoWiki is
a data wiki and an extensible application framework.
It can be used to browse and author arbitrary RDF
knowledge bases, but it can also be easily adapted to
special use-cases such as taxonomy management. The
advantage of employing OntoWiki for such a scenario
is that all information is made available via the Linked
Data principles automatically without any additional
effort. Furthermore, all changes are tracked and can be
reverted like in any other wiki. OntoWiki also supports
the distributed maintenance of taxonomies by allowing
discussions on a per-resource basis.

Figure 3 shows two screenshots, which demonstrate
some of the advantages described in this section. The
screenshot on the left side shows OntoWiki, which dis-
plays the definition of the term T-Modell contained in
a taxonomy used within Daimler along with some ad-
ditional information. The location bar on the top of
the screen displays the URI used for this very concept,
which other resources can link to. It is also possible to
directly de-reference this identifier and obtain the de-
scription for this resource in a machine-readable for-
mat. The properties table for this term shows:

– the type of this resource (skos:Concept),
– a link to a concept that is broader (hierarchical

order),
– a textual description of the meaning of this term,
– preferred labels for this term in different lan-

guages as well as
– an alternative label Combi.
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Fig. 3. The left side shows OntoWiki, which displays the definition of the term T-Modell from the Daimler Enterprise Taxonomy and other
resources that link to this term. The right side shows a search application after searching for combi, which employs the term metadata as well as
the links to this very concept for finding and suggesting relevant content.

Additionally, a small box on the right side of the On-
toWiki screen shows other resources that link to this
term. As one can imagine, the broader concept from
above also contains a link to this term stating that it is
a narrower term (skos:narrower). More interest-
ingly the other links show that certain car models link
to this concept. This circumstance is used in the search
application, which is shown on the right side of Fig-
ure 3. This screenshot shows an adapted daimler.com
website with a search field. When a user types the key-
word combi, the knowledge base is used to obtain the
fact, that this search term is a synonym for the concept
T-Modell. Once this is done, all linked car models are
retrieved and shown to the user. When a user clicks on
such a link, he is directly forwarded to the car config-
urator for this particular model. The depicted scenario
is a good example of an application of a taxonomy
outside the scope of the originally intended use. One
main reason for the efficient realization of this applica-
tion is that data from multiple sources (term store and
car configuration metadata) was made available via the
Linked Data principles.

2.1.3. Challenges
Currently terminology in large enterprises is man-

aged in a centralized manner mostly by a dedicated and
independently acting department (often called Corpo-
rate Language Management (CLM)). CLM is in charge
to standardize all corporate terms both for internal and
external use. As a result they create a variety of dic-
tionary files for different scopes that are not intercon-

nected. An employee that wants to look up a certain
term, needs to know which dictionary to use in that
very context, as well as where to retrieve the currently
approved version of it. The latter may not always be
the case, especially for new employees. The former
applies to all employees, since it might be unclear,
which dictionary should be used, resulting in a com-
plicated look-up procedure or worse the abandonment
of a search at all. As a result, the main challenge in
the area of enterprise taxonomies is defragmentation
of term definitions without centralization of taxonomy
management.

Defragmentation. The proposed Linked Data ap-
proach can be implemented by keeping the central-
ized structure and assign CLM the task to create a
knowledge base that contains the complete terminol-
ogy of the company. This solves the fragmentation
problem occurring with the dictionary approach, but
it also keeps the barrier for participation high, since
a single department still is in charge for maintaining
the knowledge base. While it would be easy to assign
each employee in the company the right to manipulate
the taxonomy, this would very unlikely be the case, as
long as a single department is responsible for it (e.g.
for outwards communication).

Decentralization. On the other hand with Linked
Data an entire decentralized solution can be imple-
mented, which assigns each department in the enter-
prise it’s own taxonomy namespace. Adding new terms
or refactoring existing terms becomes very easy with
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this approach, due to the reduced communication over-
head with other departments. Nevertheless some tech-
nical and organizational problems need to be tackled
in this case, namely: Who is responsible for a given
term? Which is the approved version of a term defini-
tion? Who decides, which terms are released for use in
external communications? Also the problem of frag-
mentation arises again. It could be tackled by automat-
ically crawling all known sub-taxonomies and provid-
ing a unified search interface.

2.2. XML Schema Governance

In most enterprises today, XML is used for message
exchange, data integration, publishing and storage, of-
ten in a form of Web Services and XML databases.
To be able to process XML documents efficiently, we
need to know what kind of data we can expect to find
in them. For this purpose, XML schemas should be
present for each XML format used. XML schemas
describe the allowed structure of an XML document.
Currently, there are four wide-spread languages for
XML schema description, the oldest and simplest
DTD [11], the popular XML Schema [61], the increas-
ingly used Relax NG [13] and the rule-based Schema-
tron [27]. In a typical enterprise, there are hundreds or
even thousands of XML schemas in use, each possibly
written in a different XML schema language. More-
over, as the enterprise and its surrounding environment
evolves, the schemas need to adapt. Therefore, new
versions of schemas are created, resulting in a prolifer-
ation of XML schemas. XML schema governance now
is the process of bringing order into the large num-
ber of XML schemas being generated and used within
large organizations.

2.2.1. State of the Art
There are different tools that allow us to visualize

individual schemas [5,49,60] and there are tools that
allow us to discover relationships among schemas [4].
Then there are integration products that allow to es-
tablish mappings between XML schemas [3] as well
as server solutions that provide large libraries of XML
schemas used in wide-spread enterprise standards.
They enable us to execute the mappings and han-
dle message transformations between different for-
mats [2,37,28].

Even though XML is available since 1998, there are
still some areas of XML schema management that re-
main unsolved or that are still undergoing research.
One of the areas is conceptual modeling of XML

schemas [45] and XML schema evolution [44] imple-
mented in an XML schema management tool eXolu-
tio [30]. The conceptual model can help with XML
schema governance when there are lots of schemas de-
scribing the same problem domain as it is often the
case in large distributed organizations. There are two
basic use cases for the conceptual model. First, enter-
prises have to communicate with various providers or
consumers of similar data. Each of the partners can
work with a slightly different XML format to describe
the same data and the enterprise needs to adhere to
those formats. The second case is also wide-spread.
When we use XML for communication among com-
ponents of an enterprise IT infrastructure, parts of var-
ious messages often overlap. This can be, for example,
the customer information in a message containing an
order and the customer information in a message con-
taining a list of all customers. In that case, it is useful
to have a conceptual model in place that interconnects
the various XML schemas and provides a visual docu-
mentation and overview of which concepts are used in
which XML schemas. The interconnection is made via
mapping of concepts present in the XML schemas to
the concepts in the conceptual model. The conceptual
model is also crucial in the above mentioned problem
of evolution of multiple XML schemas. Suppose the
representation of customer information changes (e.g.
turnover figures should be stored additionally with
each customer). This change needs to be reflected in
all the XML schemas in which customer information
is present. Thanks to the mappings to the conceptual
model, these changes can be propagated to all affected
schemas automatically. In addition, having the concep-
tual model can ease the process of publishing XML
data as Linked Data. We can map the conceptual model
to an ontology, we can then automatically create XSLT
scripts to transform XML data valid against our mod-
eled XML schemas to RDF according to the ontology
and back again [31].

2.2.2. Linked Data Approach
The conceptual model approach is viable only for

a set of schemas within a common problem domain.
However, in large enterprises, there are often multi-
ple problem domains in which XML solutions are de-
ployed. In that case, we would like to have at least
a light-weight overview of the existing schemas, the
languages and namespaces used, the element and at-
tribute naming conventions and the links between the
schemas. For this purpose an XML schema repository
would be useful. We have taken first steps toward such
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a repository and created an XML schema repository on-
tology4, which is a Linked Data approach for describ-
ing XML schemas. Part of the description can be gen-
erated from the XML schema itself, another part (like
the contact responsible for the schema) can be added
manually. The advantage is that, like with other Linked
Data, users are able to query the repository using stan-
dard SPARQL queries, they can collaborate on the de-
scriptions using tools like OntoWiki and they can link
to the schema (or element or attribute) descriptions
from other Linked Data using their URIs. Those can be
taxonomy concepts (cf. Section 2.1), development or
design discussions in wikis or even emails or other text
documents that can contain URIs like documentation,
presentations etc. Thus, the already existing landscape
of XML data, tools and technologies can be interlinked
and integrated with other information and data sources
in the enterprise.

2.2.3. Challenges
The sheer number of IT systems deployed in large

enterprises that make use of the XML technology bear
a challenge in bootstrapping and maintaining an XML
schema repository. In order to create such a repository
a bridging between XML schemata and RDF needs to
be established. This requires in a first place the iden-
tification of XML schema resources and the respec-
tive entities that are defined by them. Some useful in-
formation can be extracted automatically from XML
schema definitions that are available in a machine-
readable format, such as XML Schema and DTDs.
While this is probably given for systems that employ
XML for information exchange, it may not always be
the case in proprietary software systems that employ
XML only for data storage. In the latter case as well as
for maintaining additional metadata (such as responsi-
ble department, deployed IT systems, etc.) a substan-
tial amount of manual work is required. In a second
step the identified schema metadata needs to be repre-
sented in RDF on a fine-grained level. The challenge
here is the development of an ontology, which not only
allows for the annotation of xml schemas, but also en-
ables domain experts to establish semantic relation-
ships between schemas. Another important challenge
is to develop methods for capturing and describing the
evolution of XML schemata, since IT systems change
over time and those revisions need to be aligned with
the remaining schemas.

4http://purl.org/xsr

2.3. Wikis

Wikis have become increasingly common through
the last years reaching from small personal wikis to
the largest Internet encyclopedia Wikipedia. The same
applies for the use of wikis in enterprises [34].

2.3.1. State of the Art
Since large companies have special requirements,

such as fine-grained access-control, enterprise scala-
bility, security integration and the like, a special type of
wikis – enterprise wikis – emerged. Wiki-style appli-
cations are employed in different scenarios, although
their purpose in the majority of cases is documenta-
tion. A survey [34] about the use of corporate wikis
pointed out, that corporate users expect three bene-
fits from using wikis, namely improved reputation, re-
laxation of work and helping in the advancement of
processes. In [48] the authors categorize enterprise
wikis into single contributor wikis, group or team
wikis and internal-use encyclopedias. Hence, wikis are
often used to either gather and organize knowledge
of individual employees or small teams or manage
enterprise-wide knowledge. Widely utilized wikis in
the enterprise context are Confluence [6] and Jive [29].
Popular open-source wikis include Foswiki [17] and
TWiki [62]. These tools differ in their provided func-
tionality, but they are all mainly centered around tex-
tual content, although some wikis provide limited sup-
port for managing structured information (e.g. Foswiki
via data forms). Consequently, the knowledge con-
tained in those wikis can in most cases only be ex-
tracted by human reading of the documents and not by
other applications used within the company.

2.3.2. Linked Data Approach
In addition to traditional wikis, there is also another

category of wikis which are called semantic wikis.
Those can again be divided into two categories: se-
mantic text wikis and semantic data wikis. Wikis of
this kind are not yet commonly used in enterprises,
but crucial for enterprise data integration since they
make (at least some of) the information contained in
a wiki machine-accessible. Text-based semantic wikis
are conventional wikis (where text is still the main con-
tent type), which allow users to add some semantic an-
notations to the texts (e.g. typed links). The seman-
tically enriched content can then be used within the
wiki itself (e.g. for dynamically created wiki pages) or
can be queried, when the structured data is stored in
a separate data store. An example is Semantic Medi-
aWiki [32] and its enterprise counterpart SMW+ [46].

http://purl.org/xsr
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Fig. 4. The left side shows a list of car models together with some additional attributes. This list was dynamically created from the SPARQL
query shown in the right screenshot.

It extends the well-known MediaWiki [35] engine
(which powers Wikipedia) with syntax for typecast-
ing links and data, classifying articles and creating dy-
namic pages. The knowledge in a wiki (KiWi) [54]
project also developed a semantic wiki, which provides
an adaptable platform for building semantic and social
tools.

We propose the usage of semantic data wikis such as
OntoWiki [8,22] in enterprises for the following main
reasons:

1. Data wikis focus on structured information,
which is kept as such and thus can be easily re-
used by other applications consuming the data.

2. Since OntoWiki is solely based on RDF, all infor-
mation is automatically published via the Linked
Data principles, making it trivial for other parties
to consume the data.

3. Information fragments can be interlinked with
other resources within an enterprise (e.g. tax-
onomies, XML schemas, databases, Web ser-
vices), which leads to a better reuse of informa-
tion and thus to better maintained data.

4. Since textual information can also be represented
in RDF (via literals), text wikis can be emu-
lated and thus (additional) human-friendly infor-
mation can be added. Such annotations and the

structured information can then be used to create
customized views on the data.

Figure 4 shows an example of structured informa-
tion that is maintained within a data wiki. The figure
contains two screenshots. The picture on the left shows
OntoWiki displaying a list of car models that was dy-
namically created using the SPARQL query shown on
the right. In a traditional wiki such a list needs to be
created and maintained manually and the resulting ta-
ble would only be useful for humans, who are able to
understand the meaning. Furthermore, since this is a
wiki, if a user detects an error in the data of this auto-
matically generated list, he can fix it right in place and
all users (including other applications that access the
information) benefit from this change automatically.

2.3.3. Challenges
Since wikis in large enterprises are still a quite new

phenomena, the deployment of data wikis instead of
or in addition to text wikis will be relatively easy to
tackle. A challenge, however, is to train the users of
such wikis to actually create semantically enriched in-
formation. For example, the value of a fact can be ei-
ther represented as a plain literal, or as a relation to an-
other information resource. In the latter case the target
of the relation can be identified either by a newly gen-
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erated URI or one that was introduced before (eventu-
ally already attached with some metadata). The more
users are urged to reuse information wherever appro-
priate, the more all participants can benefit from the
data. It should be part of the design of the wiki applica-
tion (especially the user interface), to make it easy for
users to build quality knowledge bases (e.g. through
auto-suggestion of URIs within authoring widgets).
Since data in RDF is represented in the form of simple
statements, information that naturally is intended to be
stored in conjunction (e.g. geographic coordinates) is
not visible as such per se. The same applies for infor-
mation which users are accustomed to edit in a cer-
tain order (e.g. address data). A non-rational editing
workflow, where the end-users are confronted with a
random list of property values may result in invalid or
incomplete information. The challenge here is to de-
velop a choreography of authoring widgets in order to
provide users with a more logical editing workflow.

Another defiance to tackle is to make the deployed
wiki systems available to as many stakeholders as pos-
sible (i.e. cross department boundaries) to allow for
an improved information re-use. Once Linked Data re-
sources and potentially attached information are re-
used (e.g. by importing such data), it becomes crucial
to keep them in sync with the original source. There-
fore mechanisms for syndication (i.e. propagation of
changes) and synchronization need to be developed,
both for intra- and extranet semantic wiki resources.

Finally, it is also necessary to consider access con-
trol in this context. Semantic representations contain
implicit information, which can be revealed by infer-
encing and reasoning. A challenge is to develop and
deploy scalable access control mechanisms, which are
aligned with existing access control policies in the en-
terprise and which are safe with regard to the hijacking
of ontologies [24].

2.4. Web Portal and Intranet Search

The biggest problem with enterprise intranets today
is the huge difference in user experience when com-
pared to the Internet [42]. When using the Internet, the
user is spoiled by modern technologies from, for ex-
ample, Google or Facebook, which provide very com-
fortable environments, precise search results, auto-
complete text boxes etc. These technologies are made
possible through large amounts of resources invested
in providing comfort for the millions of users, cus-
tomers, beta testers and by their large development
team and also by the huge number of documents avail-

able, which increases the chances that a user will find
what he is looking for. In contrast, in most enterprises,
the intranet experience is often poor because the in-
tranet uses technologies from the previous millennium.

2.4.1. State of the Art
Putting the money issue aside and assume that a

company has a state-of-the-art intranet data manage-
ment system with proper full text search and a comfort-
able user interface. The current search engines provide
federated search, i.e. for a single user query multiple
data sources are searched, possibly including the entire
Internet as a supplementary source and the results are
merged, ranked and presented to the user. They include
Microsoft’s FAST Search [38], SAP’s Netweaver En-
terprise Search [53] or Autonomy’s IDOL Universal
Search [10]. These search engines are based on full-
text search, taxonomy support, custom ranking and
context awareness. Even though the search engines are
quite sophisticated, there is still a lot of room for im-
provement that can be tackled by publishing the data as
Linked Data and allowing it to be queried as such [19].
In [55], the authors present a vision of enriching en-
terprise search with the use of business domain, tech-
nical and user information ontologies and their map-
pings. In [21], the author identifies several challenges
in enterprise search, one of them being internal multi-
source search, which is when a user has a precisely for-
mulated question but only a keyword search is avail-
able. The author uses an example where a manager in
an oil company wants to identify all wells previously
drilled by the company in the Black Gold field where
the problem known as “stuck pipe” was experienced.
The manager searches for “Black Gold stuck pipe”,
but he must go through all the found documents, iden-
tifying the wells and so on. If the company data was
stored or internally published as Linked Data using an
ontology describing the oil drilling domain, the result
could be gained using a single SPARQL query. There
are also tools for indexing RDF files on the Internet
(Sindice [47]) that could be used within enterprises as
search tools if the enterprise was storing Linked Data
as RDF files.

2.4.2. Linked Data Approach
In an enterprise exist at least two distinct areas

where search technology needs to be applied. On the
one hand, there is corporate internal search, which en-
ables employees to find relevant information required
for their work. On the other hand, all large enterprises
need at least simple search capabilities on their public
web portal(s), since otherwise the huge amounts of in-
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formation provided may not be reachable for potential
customers. Some dedicated companies (e.g. automo-
tive companies) would actually have a need for more
sophisticated query capabilities, since the complexity
of offered products is very high. Nevertheless, in real-
ity, search, both internal and external, is often solely
based on keyword matching. We argue that by employ-
ing the Linked Data paradigm in enterprises the clas-
sical keyword based search can be enhanced. Addi-
tionally, more sophisticated search mechanisms can be
easily realized since more information is available in a
uniform and machine-processable format.

In cooperation with Daimler a prototype that em-
ploys a taxonomy (which is available as Linked Data)
as well as other Linked Data sources to provide a uni-
form search application was developed. By entering
simple keywords users can

– find documents that are attached to terms from the
taxonomy that match the given query,

– find specific car models that match the criteria
given by the user (e.g. more than 6 seats) or

– view at least a description if a term matches, but
no document is attached to it.

In the first case the advantage is, that documents can
be found even if the content does not mention the key-
word. Here an initial set of links from documents to
terms can be obtained by automatically crawling (just
like in state-of-the-art search engines) the website/-
document. In addition to that, links to terms can be
added manually, e.g. based on query logs that bring to
light poor performing queries. The second case would
not be even possible without taking another datasource
into account, namely structured information about pos-
sible car configurations. This data was extracted from
an existing XML format and transformed into RDF.
Thus, when a user queries for a keyword that matches
a term that is linked to a car related property and also
provides a value restriction (e.g. < 10), the system can
obtain a list of matching cars (via SPARQL queries)
and return them to the user together with some meta-
data about the models and a link to the car configurator.
The last case is only a fallback solution, but it could
be used to show users at least something. Of course
in this case there needs to be a way to mark terms as
public, such that only approved definitions of terms
will be displayed. For the purpose of the prototype,
we directly queried a triple store, which contained all
the RDF data. Since users are used to search engines,
which deliver results in the range of milliseconds, we

propose to take the information available in RDF as the
basis for creating an index.

Figure 5 shows the prototype with a query that asks
for a consumption value with less than 5 liters per
100 kilometers. This results in a list of three cars that
Daimler offers. A click on an entry in the list leads
the user to the car configurator pre-populated with the
chosen values.

2.4.3. Challenges
In order to implement search systems that are based

on a Linked Data approach and that provide a substan-
tial benefit in comparison with traditional search ap-
plications, the challenge of bootstrapping an initial set
of high-quality RDF datasources needs to be tackled
first. For example, as a prerequisite for linking docu-
ments to terms a hierarchical taxonomy should be cre-
ated (Section 2.1). Mechanisms then need to be es-
tablished to automatically create high-quality links be-
tween documents and an initial set of terms (e.g. by
crawling), since it is not feasible to manually link the
massive amount of available documents. Furthermore,
the process of semi-automatic linking of

– terms that occur in documents but are not part of
the taxonomy yet (as well as their placement in
the taxonomy) and

– terms that do not occur in documents but are re-
lated and thus useful in a search

needs to be investigated and suitable tools should be
developed to support responsible employees.

To provide results beyond those that can be obtained
from text based documents directly, other datasets
need to be transformed to RDF and queried. For ex-
ample in order to embed a search for car models based
on a set of properties, those information (that is al-
ready structured, as it is used in car configuration tools)
should be converted to RDF first. The data can the be
queried in conjunction with other RDF data in a unified
manner via SPARQL.

Finally, although a search engine that queries RDF
data directly works (in fact the prototype described
above was implemented using this approach), it results
in suboptimal performance. The challenge here is to
develop methods for improving performance to match
traditional search engines, while keeping the advan-
tages of using SPARQL directly.

2.5. Database Integration

Relational Database Management Systems (RDB-
MS) are the predominant mode of data storage in the
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Fig. 5. The screenshot shows a prototype of a search application employing Linked Data. If a user types certain keywords that match properties
available for car models, a filtered list matching those restrictions is shown to the user.

enterprise context. RDBMS are used practically every-
where in the enterprise, serving, for example, in com-
puter aided manufacturing, enterprise resource plan-
ning, supply chain management and content manage-
ment systems. We therefore deem the integration of re-
lation data into Linked Data a crucial Enterprise Data
Integration technique.

2.5.1. State of the Art
For providing a unified view over different databases

multiple methods like data warehousing, schema me-
diation and query federation have been devised and
successfully used. However, problems arise with more
heterogeneous data landscapes, where strict schema
adherence can not be guaranteed and external data is
utilized. The integration of heterogeneous sources re-
quires a costly transformation of the data into the re-
lational model. This has the effect, that only key data
sources and thus only a small fraction of the RDBM-
Ses in a typical enterprise are integrated.

2.5.2. Linked Data Approach
The mapping of relational data to the RDF data

model adopts relational database integration tech-
niques and augments them. By employing a mapping
from relational data to RDF, data can be integrated into
an internal or external data cloud. By using URIs for
identifying resources, integration with non-relational
and external data is facilitated. In terms of the Linked
Data life cycle database integration concerns the ex-
traction and storage/query stages. The general ap-
proach of mapping a relational database into RDF us-

ing the RDB to RDF Mapping Language (R2RML) by
the W3C RDB2RDF Working Group5 is depicted in
Figure 6. In essence, the R2RML standard describes
how a relational database can be transformed into RDF
by means of term maps and triple maps (1). The re-
sulting RDF knowledge base can be materialized in a
triple store and subsequently queried using SPARQL
(2). In order to avoid a costly materialization step,
R2RML implementations can dynamically map an in-
put SPAQRL query into a corresponding SQL query
(3), which renders exactly the same results as the
SPARQL query being executed against the material-
ized RDF dump. R2RML defines how triples are cre-
ated from relations, but for facilitating an efficient En-
terprise Data Integration it is of paramount importance
to provide RDF and SPARQL interfaces to RDBMS.
By avoiding a costly materialization of the relational
data into a dedicated triple store, a light-weight inte-
gration integration into existing architectures is pos-
sible. Consequently, semantic wikis, query federation
tools and interlinking tools can work with the data of
relation databases. The usage of SPARQL 1.1 query
federation [50] allows relational databases to be in-
tegrated into query federation systems with queries
spanning over multiple databases. This federation al-
lows for example portals in combination with an EKB
an integrated view on enterprise data.

5http://www.w3.org/2001/sw/rdb2rdf/
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2.5.3. Challenges
A primary concern when integrating relational data

is scalability and query performance. With our R2RML
based tool SparqlMap6 we show that an efficient query
translation is possible, thus avoiding the higher deploy-
ment costs associated with the data duplication inher-
ent in ETL approaches. The challenge of closing the
gap between triple stores and relational databases is
also present in SPARQL-to-SQL mappers and drives
research. A second challenge for mapping relational
data into RDF is a current lack of best practices and
tool support for mapping creation. The standardiza-
tion of the RDB to RDF Mapping Language (R2RML)
by the W3C RDB2RDF Working Group establishes
a common ground for an interoperable ecosystem of
tools. However, there is a lack of mature tools for the
creation and application of R2RML mappings. The
challenge lies in the creation of user friendly interfaces
and establish best practices for creating, integrating
and maintaining those mappings. Finally, for a read-
write integration updates on the mapped data need to
be propagated back into the underlying RDBMS. An
initial solution is presented in [15]. In the context of
Enterprise Data an integration with granular access
control mechanisms is of vital importance.

2.6. Enterprise Single Sign–On

As a result of the large number of deployed soft-
ware applications in large enterprises, which are in-
creasingly web-based, single sign–on (SSO) solutions
are of crucial importance.

2.6.1. State of the Art
While identity management in the sense of consol-

idated user credentials is already deployed in most
larger companies, users still have to provide their cre-
dentials frequently when using different applications.
Even in cases where a SSO solution is available, it
is based on a centralized approach resulting in a sin-
gle point of failure. Single sign–on solutions (e.g.
Microsoft Active Directory [40]) are often based on
Kerberos [43], which after an initial credential re-
quest uses a mechanism based on tickets to grant ac-
cess to compatible applications. Another well-known
approach for SSO, although originating in the Web
2.0 community and not commonly deployed within
company intranets is OpenID [52]. It follows a more
distributed approach than other SSO solutions, since

6http://askw.org/Projects/SparqlMap

it allows users to use the OpenID provider of their
choice (potentially their own). Nevertheless in an en-
terprise scenario this would very likely be a centralized
provider again, thus eliminating this benefit. Recently
in [64] the authors exploited some logical security
flaws in popular web SSO systems, including OpenID,
which hinders OpenID adoption in large enterprises
even more. Furthermore, authentication mechanisms
employed in enterprises often require the users to
remember passwords, which makes the system vul-
nerable if users do not secure their credentials suffi-
ciently [58]. On the other hand cryptographic smart
cards allow for single sign–on solutions based on cer-
tificates where all keys computation is done on-card
within integrated circuits. As a result users are pre-
vented from unintentionally contaminating login cre-
dentials (passwords as well as certificates), since the
design of cryptographic smart cards does not allow for
extraction of this sensible information. Nevertheless,
card-based identities are very limited in regard to at-
taching background knowledge to them, since there is
currently no chance to link them to other information
resources as well as extend them with additional ar-
bitrary metadata. The same applies for one-time pass-
word (OTP) token based authentication mechanisms,
which are frequently deployed in large enterprises,
even though usually for accessing the intranet through
the internet.

2.6.2. Linked Data Approach
We think that WebID [59], which is also based on

Linked Data, as well as X.509 client certificates [25],
are building blocks for a solution in this context. With
WebID authentication usernames and passwords can
be removed from the login procedure completely. In-
stead (possibly self-signed) X.509 client certificates
are employed, which include the users unique identi-
fier as an extension (namely by specifying a Subject
Alternative Name). As long as the user (e.g. via
a certificate installed in a web browser) can prove that
it knows the private key for a given certificate, the re-
lying party can use the public key in conjunction with
the identifier (a URI) to ensure that the connecting user
indeed owns that WebID. The URI is de-referenced
via HTTPS and a RDF based profile is retrieved, since
the WebID is accessible trough the Linked Data prin-
ciples. The public key which is found in the profile
is then compared with that given by the certificate. In
case this process is successfully completed the system
can assert, whether an access to a certain resource is
allowed. While X.509 based certificates can only con-

http://askw.org/Projects/SparqlMap
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Fig. 6. Mapping based database integration employing query translation and Extract Transform Load (ETL).

tain a very limited set of additional metadata, a We-
bID profile can contain arbitrary information. Hence
the decision, whether access to a resource is granted
can be based on very sophisticated assessments (e.g.
the assistant of a trusted subject with access may also
be granted access, by assessing that the trusted sub-
ject has a assistant relation to the subject in question).
The use of passwords with this approach is minimized,
since they are only required to secure the certificate
store or by putting WebID certificates on smart cards
to grant initial access to the certificate.

2.6.3. Challenges
In order to deploy a WebID based SSO solution in

large enterprises, a first challenge is to transfer user
identities to the Enterprise Data Web. Those Linked
Data identities need to be enriched and interlinked
with further background knowledge, while maintain-
ing privacy. Thus mechanisms need to be developed
to assure that only such information is publicly (i.e.
public inside the corporation) available, that is re-
quired for the authentication protocol. Another chal-
lenge that arises is related to user management. With
WebID a distributed management of identities is fea-
sible (e.g. on department level), while those identities
could still be used throughout the company. Though
this reduces the likeliness of a single point of fail-
ure, it would require the introduction of mechanisms
to ensure that company-wide policies are enforced.
Distributed group management and authorization is
already a research topic (e.g. dgFOAF [56]) in the
area of social networks. However, requirements which
are gathered from distributed social network use-cases
differ from those captured from enterprise use-cases.
Thus, social network solutions need a critical inspec-
tion in the enterprise context.

3. Related Work

The enterprise integration survey [12] clearly iden-
tifies Web-based technologies (Web Services, SOA) as
reasonable technical interoperability solutions. How-
ever, at the same time, they are not sufficient to be con-
sidered a whole interoperability architecture. A need
for a simple, bottom-up, best practice-based approach
is expressed. We argue that the Linked Data paradigm
is such an approach. In [20], the authors describe the
problem of data integration throughout the history.
They clearly identify the challenges in the field and
survey some approaches to easing the problems. As
well as in [51, p. 3], the authors of [20] emphasize the
role of XML as the fuel of data integration in the last
decade. As future challenges, the authors identify:

– pay-as-you-go data management meaning that
some level of integration should be provided out-
of-the-box and the integrator can later gain further
precision and value by investing in better tailored
configurations.

– uncertainty and lineage, which is a problem of
dealing with inconsistent data and tracking the
origins of data.

– reusing human attention so that we can exploit
human interaction with the data to improve its se-
mantic description.

All of these problems can be addressed to some ex-
tent by the Linked Data paradigm. The pay-as-you-go
data management is addressed by usage of appropriate
vocabularies. Such data sources provide an initial level
of integration immediately thanks to available Linked
Data tools. The uncertainty is inherent in Linked Data
and therefore poses no additional challenge. The lin-
eage of data can be managed and tracked by using tools
such as OntoWiki [8].

Other approaches to the implementation of semantic
web based technologies in enterprise follow. In [26],
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a Semantic Web-based Enterprise Application Inte-
gration architecture using ontologies and reasoning
is proposed. In [16], the authors describe a tool for
T-box ontology management using Microsoft Share-
point, showing that Linked Data projects in the en-
terprise environment are starting to show up. In [1]
OpenLink Virtuoso is presented as an information hub
that allows the integration of heterogeneous databases.
With its manifold features, Virtuoso provides the ser-
vices required for an deployment as an EKB. A more
loosely coupled integration is presented in [33], where
a system federating queries over mapped databases is
described. A thorough overview over the modes of
mapping databases and other data sources into RDF is
given in [23].

4. Conclusions

In this work we identified several data integration
challenges that arise in corporate environments. In par-
ticular, we examined six areas, namely enterprise tax-
onomies, XML schema governance, corporate wikis,
(intranet) search, database integration as well as sin-
gle sign–on. Furthermore, we discussed the use of
Linked Data technologies in those contexts and pre-
sented some insights gained during the development
of corresponding prototypes for Daimler. We conclude
from our experiments, that the deployment of Linked
Data approaches in enterprise scenarios has huge po-
tential and can result in extensive benefits. However,
we are aware that more challenges than the aforemen-
tioned need to be tackled when trying to create sophis-
ticated enterprise knowledge intranets. We consider as
future work the investigation of database integration
as a sub-problem of the data integration challenges in
enterprises. A Linked Data layer on top of databases,
which involves the Linked Data lifecycle stages ex-
traction, (RDF storage,) querying and linking, may fa-
cilitate those challenges. In order to ultimately estab-
lish Linked Data as a strategy for enterprise data in-
tegration also many organizational challenges have to
be tackled. For example, it is relatively easy to deter-
mine the return-on-investment for an integration of two
information systems, while it is very difficult to pre-
cisely assess the cost savings of the Linked Data ap-
proach. Also, the added value of the Linked Data ap-
proach might only become visible after a critical mass
of Linked Data interfaces and resources are already es-
tablished in the enterprise. This is one of the reasons
why Daimler plans to establish a Linked Data compe-

tence center, which will assist many IT-related projects
in capitalizing on Linked Data technology wherever
possible.
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